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Mars Design is a company that forges business.
1. Research and development that results in 

technical innovations.
2. Manufacturing that combines high quality and 

reliable supply.
3. Overall planning that results in collaborations, 

design and the effects of various added benefits

• To pursue a "healthy beauty" with our safe and 
reliable policies

• To continually satisfy and please our customers

• To foster benevolence and trust while contributing 
to the creation of an affluent wold full of 
sympathy

The three strengths for effective 
synergy
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CEO Satoko Tanomoto

Message from the CEO

Women always want to radiate with beauty.

Jewelry jel was conceived not only to create nails with decorative value, but with the 

wish to provide women with safe products that help them maintain healthy nails, as well.

We formulated the seven point Jewelry jel policy by listening to both the opinions of 

nail technicians who give their customers top priority and a supervising team of 

pharmaceutical and engineering specialists.

Real beauty comes from within.

For healthy,  radiantly beautiful nails, Jewelry jel is actively engaged in research and 

development.

We value the opinions of our customers to develop even better products for the future. 

Please share your frank opinions with us!

We at Mars Design consider beauty essential and health to be a major prerequisite to 

beauty. In accordance with our motto of safety and reliability, we will continue to create 

unique products in order to become a brand loved and adored by all.

Satoko Tanomoto

Chief Executive Officer



Original Brand

Jewelry jel is a genuine Japanese gel formulated at our labs more than ten years ago. Because we believe that

health is essential to beauty, we carefully selected the safest, highest quality ingredients from hundreds of choices to

create a radiant soak-off gel that is both beautiful and gentle to natural human nails. Our more than ten years of

accumulated research and development continually supports your healthy beauty.

1
Safety & reliability

A soak-off gel registered as a

Japanese cosmetic, Jewelry jel

is a soak-off gel containing only

food coloring and raw materials

for cosmetics that have been

patch tested as allergy-free and

are gentle to human nails.

2
Reason for reliability

It’s a safe, quality assured and

readily available product

created through consistent

research, development and

manufacturing at our own

factories under the supervision

of pharmaceutical and

engineering specialists.

3
Container design

Our product containers are

both stylish and possess light

blocking qualities. Their three-

layered structure prevents

leaking and blocks damaging

ultraviolet waves.

4
Function& technology

It is easy to use since there

is limited shrinkage after

hardening and contains a

self-leveling agent. It also

requires no stirring due to its

viscosity. It makes gel

sculpting, three-dimensional

art and a large variety of

designs possible.

5
Cost performance

Since we offer color variations

of more than 300 colors

including intermediary colors

that Japanese women adore,

pearl shades and lamé types,

the time required for mixing

and application is greatly

reduced. Because the coloring

of even light shades is superior,

we promise significant cost

reduction and shortened

application time.

6
Fragrance
After consulting with our 
customers, we created this 
formula with a slight peach 
fragrance which has a relaxing 
affect. 

7

※ Jewelry jel is a registered trademark

Complete line-up 

With our complete line of

products, we maintain high

standards and provide our

customers with a reliable,

unified and systematic brand.

Our seven-point policy



While being a total nail gel system with a full line-up of shades including blues, yellows, greens,

fluorescents, pastels and metallic colors, we have developed a color gel line focusing on

intermediary colors that Japanese women adore, pearl shades and lamé types. Jewelry jel is a

new color gel with additional features of both hard acrylic and soft gels from other

manufacturers. It’s a soak-off gel employing a new flexible gel system that can also be used in

the same manner as existing products.

Industry leading high quality

Our products are developed and manufactured at our own factories, which have been

approved for the manufacture of cosmetics and have tested allergy-free. There is no need to

worry about damage to the natural nail as it requires minimum buffing, no primer and can

simply be removed by soaking in acetone.

In addition to being thin, it has an easy to handle viscosity and feel. And its advanced self-

leveling properties make it surprisingly easy to use. We have limited the aroma peculiar to gels

and added a fruit extract that has an additional relaxing affect to create an all new “fragrant

nail.”

Thorough product testing and quality

control
To insure product safety and reliability, we

manufacture all products at our own factories. This

enables us to develop and improve our own

management system through our daily

experiences and continually evolve our quality

control standards.

Each and every product we manufacture has

undergone random testing and been assigned a

tracking number for easy management. We firmly

believe that being able to obtain individual quality

control data at any time is the key to absolute

product safety and reliability.

Jewelry jel

Base gel

Superb adhesion, outstanding flexibility, 
long-lasting and easy-to use.

Non-sanding base
gentle to nails

requires no sanding. 

Extension gel
For use with UV and LED, its increased 

strength allows extensions of up to 
10mm/3/8"

Non-wipe top
UV and LED enabled function soak-off type 

that doesn't require wiping.

Top gel
A soak-off type with superior luster and 

durability

Color gel
Many intermediary colors popular with 

Japanese women
Highly durable and scratch-resistant.
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Moon Pearl Light
The industry’s first light designed with both an LED for
whitening care and CCFL lighting. Complete with an armrest,
its compact design makes it easy to use.
(a registered design)

Brushes
A variety of brushes for all sorts of applications. With
different tips, they can be used freely.

Files & Buffers
Various shapes and types to make nail sanding,
preparation and shaping easier

３Ｄ Art powder

Care productsBrush

File・buffer

Nail Jewelry

Nail Jewelry (Accessories)
Multiple use nail accessories made of silver.

Comfortable fitting with strong adhesive qualities.

Handmade Hawaiian jewelry with designs of all

twelve constellations.

3D Art Powder
A powder that when mixed with Jewelry jel makes

possible all sorts of embossed art.

Nail Products

Nail Care
A complete lineup of cleaner, remover, ethanol and 
other care produccts.



Composed of Jewelry jel executive instructors and project teams, the Jewelry jel Education Program is a system by nail technicians for nail technicians. In accordance

with the Jewelry jel motto of safety and reliability, it aims to always satisfy and provide customers with the same safety and reliability while increasing the knowledge

and technical prowess of nail technicians through the conducting of detailed lectures, study groups and experimentation.

The student course, which is divided into three levels – basic, middle and advanced – teaches skills from basic through high level and gives each participant a thorough

introduction to all Jewelry jel products. Persons who have completed the student course can advance to the teaching course, which is required to become an instructor.

It is divided into two levels – instructor and educator. A diploma is issued to each person upon completion of each course and level.

Student course（3Step）

class Basic Middle Advance

participants Basic knowledge and nail skills(About JNA3) Basic complete Middle complete

Class contents

· “Safe and secure” in the policy 
· 7 concept 
And education system 
· Knowledge of nails 
And hygiene management 
· Pre-wave simulation 
· Plotters 
·  The gradient 

Such as Basic courses

The contents of the gel products, jewelry components 
and properties 

· The difference, the hard gel and soft gel 
· And curing of the structure 
· Marble 
·  Handicraft 
· French 

Courses, such as leveling up

· Flower 
·  The gradient 
· Embossed art 

Such as high-up lecture

Diploma Issued to graduates

Teaching course（2tep）

class Instructor Educator

partcipants Student course completion Instructor for over an year

Class contents Basic course contents practical test, writing test Middlecourse contents practical test, writing test

Diploma As for the publication (road expense according to the pivot) applicant, a jewelry gel original broach and the purchase of the shield are possible for a passer

Grant of eligibility Basic class Lecture qualification
Basic～Advance class Lecture qualification

（Advance class can be possible to take after the recertified education ）

Jewelry Jel Education Program



In addition to eyelash serum, nutrition treatments for nails and

other original cosmetic lines, we have researched and developed a

platinum nanoparticle* cosmetic skin care liquid as part of our

everyday efforts to create healthy beauty.

Cosmetic Manufacturing

License (Registration No.

27CZ200163)

Cosmetic Manufacturing &

Sales License (Registration

No. 27COX00545)

Non-regulated Medical

Product Manufacturing

License (Registration No.

27DZ200183)

Non-regulated Medical

Product Manufacturing &

Sales License

(Registration No.

27DOX00341)

*patented product made from our exclusively-available domestic ingredients

Although platinum nano colloid is most common, our
patented technology employs only platinum
nanoparticles.

Characteristic of platinum nanoparticles

Health: Removal of free radicals

Beauty: Skin care, hair care and anti-aging

Although we expected platinum nano colloid to have
beneficial results on skin membrane, platinum
nanoparticles could penetrate to the stratum corneum
and decompose melanin.

【 Cosmetics salon introduction system 】

Ｃosmetics

Using our original formula containing platinum nanoparticles*, we have worked in
conjunction with Dr. Takiko Takami to develop a special anti-aging cosmetic line. The Le CELLA
BRIGHT physician’s cosmetic series, a safe line of cosmetics for adoption by clinics and
estheticians has superb results from the painstaking research that went into it and technical
support you can rely on.

Dr. Takiko Takami Graduate, Kyoto University School of Medicine



All Jewelry jel products are manufactured with original equipment. In this way, we can provide our customers with safe and reliable original gels of the

quality expected of a Japanese cosmetic manufacturer. With this and our own factories and manufacturing process, we can answer the varied demands of

our customers concerning our completely original products from their ingredients to their filling and distribution.

Moreover, the manufacturing of our cosmetics and non-regulated medical products also employs original equipment. Similar to Jewelry jel, we manufacture

our original products under our motto of safety and reliability. We are happy to discuss packaging design and promotional materials with our clients. We

can provide detailed explanations if you contact us.

Original Equipment Manufacturer

Thorough quality testing that results in safety
and reliability

Since we manufacture all products at our own
domestic factories, our management system, which
has been improved on over the years, results in safe
and reliable products.
In our completely dust-proof factories, a product
management system assigns each product a tracking
code. In this way, our constantly evolving management
system promises our customers with absolutely safe
and reliable products.



Corporate Information

Corporate name: Mars Design Corporation
Established: April 2007

Capital: 30 million yen
Headquarters: 3-2-22 Kikawa Higashi, Yodogawa-ku, Osaka 532-0012 JAPAN
TEL: +81-6-6886-0668
FAX: +81-6-6885-0668

Chief Executive Officer: Satoko Tanomoto

Dealings: Manufacture and sales of cosmetic products, manufacture of non-regulated medical products

Banks: Kansai Urban Bank, Noda Hanshin Branch, Mitsubishi UFJ Bank, Shin Osaka-mae
Branch, Resona Bank, Shin Osaka-mae Branch

Advisor: Katsuhiko Nakahshitsu (Doctorate of Pharmaceutical Studies and Professor, Public Hygiene Research
Group, Life Studies Major, Setsunan University Department of Science and Engineering)

Affiliated organizations:

Corporate member, All-Japan Nail Technicians Association
Corporate member, International Nail Association
Member, Osaka Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Member, Osaka Chamber of Commerce and Industry Women’s Group
Member, International Soroptimist, Osaka Chuo Chapter
Member, Osaka Naniwa Rotary Club
Member, Association of Small Business Entrepreneurs
Member, Rinri Institute of Ethics
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